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Photo of the Week: The public and campus community is invited to “We Remember Haiti” on Wednesday, January 12 from 4:30-6 p.m. at the Howard Performing Arts Center. This benefit will raise awareness and funds to provide scholarships for students currently enrolled at the Haitian Adventist University in Port-au-Prince. A $10 suggested donation will be collected at the door (cash only) and $15 “We Remember Haiti” T-shirts will be available for purchase on site. This event will mark the one-year anniversary of the devastating 2010 Haiti earthquake. The 7.0 earthquake took the lives of an estimated 250,000-300,000 people and left millions homeless. The program will feature musical performances by Deliverance Mass Choir, an interview with the president of the Haitian Adventist University, a documentary film highlighting Adventist organizations, relief efforts and the needs that still exist. In addition, a silent art auction of students’ work will also take place. Learn more about the event at www.andrews.edu/agenda
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For full details of this week's announcements, view the Online Edition: www.andrews.edu/agenda/

Campus Announcements

- Great Andrews Campout and Hard Hat Tours of ULC
- Writing Center Temporarily in Library
- Lost World of Genesis One Author to Speak to Students
- Graduate Week of Spiritual Emphasis
- Andrews Bookstore Closed for Martin Luther King Jr. Day

Campus News

- Spiritual Life Events Newsletter for January 10, 2011
- MLK Jr. Celebration Honors His Legacy
- Cardinal Hockey Team Ranked First in Division

Community Announcements

- John Walton, Author, to Give Lectures
- Neighbor To Neighbor Reopening
Life Stories

- Memorial Service for Alum Walter Booth

Andrews in the News

- WSJM: Benefit for Haiti Planned at Andrews University
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